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You look to your home or car as your sanctuary. It’s safe 
and inviting. But what about the air in your home? Can it be 
dangerous? Indoor Air Quality or IAQ isn’t something that 
most homeowners or renters think about. But recent studies 
prove that indoor air pollution can lead to drowsiness,      
discomfort, and even serious illness. 

According to a Berkeley Lab study, “…the aggregate health 
consequences of poor indoor air quality…are as significant as 
those from all traffic accidents or infectious diseases in the 
United States.” 

We want to help you learn the truth about IAQ and the contaminants in the indoor air you breathe every day. 
And how to control them. Breathing fresh, clean, and pure air helps your family live happier and   healthier. 

So let’s find out more… 

The movement toward air tight homes started with the energy crisis of the 1970s. The cost of oil was so high 
that energy efficiency became a top priority in new building and design. The home construction industry re-
sponded with better insulation, roofing, and more efficient HVAC systems. And now, with today’s global con-
cern with climate change, energy efficiency is an even greater priority. 

The result is less fresh air flowing through homes, making the air quality more toxic. You can reduce your risk 
of breathing unhealthy air in your home by understanding and controlling dangerous pollutants. 

Here’s more about common indoor air pollutants and IAQ, some which may surprise you. 

If you suffer from sneezing, watery eyes, or coughing you may be allergic to the air in your own home. Other 
symptoms include shortness of breath, dizziness, lethargy, fever, and digestive problems. 

More serious diseases transmitted by air are tuberculosis, measles, staphylococcus infections, and Legionella. 
So let’s take a look at some of the biological contaminants, or germs, in your home or office. 
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http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2013/07/23/kitchens-can-produce-hazardous-levels-of-indoor-pollutants/
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MOLD  

Indoor molds can cause health     
problems because they produce    
allergens and irritants. If you inhale 
or touch mold or mold spores, you 
may get reactions such as sneezing, 
runny nose, red eyes, and a skin 
rash. If you’re an asthma sufferer, 
molds can also cause asthma attacks. 

Mold is a fungus that grows as a multicellular filament called hyphae. Hyphae cause biodegradation of natural 
materials such as food, paper, or wood. Mold needs water to grow, so the major source for mold in your 
house is in places where moisture is allowed to accumulate. Or from moisture in the air. 

The best way to eliminate mold in your home is to control moisture. Fix the sources of surface water      
problems such as leaks from indoor pipes, seepage in places such as the cellar or attic, and condensation 
from your air conditioner. 

Control the moisture in the air by keeping a comfortable indoor humidity of 30-60%. To do this, vent      
bathrooms, dryers, and other sources of water and steam from within your home. Air conditioners and       
dehumidifiers are also a great way to dry the air. Use exhaust fans when you’re cooking or cleaning and    
increase the ventilation throughout your home when you can. All of these tips will help improve the IAQ in 
your home. Molds can grow on wood, paper, carpet, and food…so wherever you find moisture, dry it up and 
do everything you can to prevent condensation. 

DUST  

Indoor dust can include tiny bits 
of organic matter such as plants, 
skin, soil, insects, food, fibers, 
and animal matter (see Pet   
Dander below). It can also be 
parts of your carpet or furniture 
as they slowly deteriorate. 

It’s estimated that one-third of the dust in your home comes from indoor inorganic sources like carpet fibers. 
Two-thirds comes from both soil tracked in and outdoor air particles. 

One of the most powerful biological allergens in the house is caused by dust mites, according to the U. S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). It’s not the dust mites themselves that cause problems, it’s the mite 
feces that can cause an allergic person to suffer asthma or nasal allergy symptoms. 

Pet dander and pollen are the other two organic sources of dust that cause some people allergic reactions. 
See below for more on IAQ. 

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=120252957
http://www.medicinenet.com/indoor_allergens/page3.htm
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PET DANDER 

Manufacturers of shampoos, lotions, cosmetics, and deodorants use 
phenol to preserve their products. Phenols are also found in plastic 
materials such as water bottles and in household cleaning products. 
They can cause reproductive system toxicity and hormone          
disruption. 

FLUORINATED CHEMICALS 

There’s a good chance that you are a happy pet owner who loves 
your animal and couldn’t imagine life    without them. In fact, according to the American Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) it’s estimated that there are 70-80 million dogs and 74-96 million cats 
owned in the U. S. 37-47% of all households have a dog and 30-37% have a cat. 

All of those pets produce allergens from their skin, saliva, urine, and feces. Cats cause allergies because of 
the Fel d 1 protein produced by their skin, saliva, and sebaceous glands. In dogs, it’s the Can f 1 and Can f 2 
protein that trigger allergic reactions. These microscopic pet allergens remain suspended in the air for long 
periods of time and they easily stick to furniture, bedding, and fabrics reducing IAQ. For many people, animal 
allergens may cause them to experience congestion, sneezing, runny nose, wheezing, and tightness in the 
chest. Each individual is different, but controlling pet dander is a big solution for controlling IAQ. 

POLLEN IN THE HOUSE 

Pollens originate from plants. They get inside your home through open doors and windows or tracked and 
carried in on clothing. Many pollens are allergens that contribute to allergic disease and asthma. Even though 
these large size pollen grains quickly settle, they can return to the air when disturbed creating unhealthy IAQ. 

Scientist believe that climate change and resultant warmer temperatures will cause pollen season to start   
earlier in the year. According to the Berkeley Lab, “Between 1995 and 2013, the ragweed pollen season    
increased in 10 or 11 central U. S. and Canadian cities by 1-27 days per year…”  And higher temperatures 
and higher carbon dioxide levels are linked to increased plant biomass, which could potentially cause them to 
create even more pollen. 

CONTROLLING MOLD, DUST, DANDER, AND POLLEN IN YOUR HOME 

The keys to controlling these biological contaminants and IAQ are cleanliness, adequate ventilation, and 
moisture control. Maintenance of heating and air conditioning systems helps along with pest management to 
control insect and animal allergens. Air conditioning, vacuuming with a heavy duty HEPA filter, and a quality 
air purifier are all effective in controlling the organic dust, pollen, mold, and pet dander that accumulates in 
your indoor air. 

http://www.aspca.org/animal-homelessness/shelter-intake-and-surrender/pet-statistics
http://www.lung.org/our-initiatives/healthy-air/indoor/indoor-air-pollutants/pet-dander.html?referrer=https://www.google.com/?referrer=http://www.lung.org/our-initiatives/healthy-air/indoor/indoor-air-pollutants/pet-dander.html
http://www.lung.org/our-initiatives/healthy-air/indoor/indoor-air-pollutants/pet-dander.html?referrer=https://www.google.com/?referrer=http://www.lung.org/our-initiatives/healthy-air/indoor/indoor-air-pollutants/pet-dander.html
https://iaqscience.lbl.gov/cc-pollen
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Vehicle Code section 16028(a) VC is the California statute that requires motorists to carry proof of        

financial responsibility when driving their vehicles. There is no exemption for government vehicles.  Proof 

of financial responsibility is the legal term for proof of automobile insurance. A party must provide this 

documentation to law enforcement when requested to do so. 

16028(a) VC states that “upon the demand of a peace officer…every person who drives a motor   

vehicle upon a highway shall provide evidence of financial responsibility for the vehicle that is in   

effect at the time the demand is made.”  

 

The certificate below is provided by HR Risk Management every July 1st for use by County          

employees. 

CUT OUT THE INSURANCE CARD BELOW AND PLACE INTO 
THE GLOVE COMPARTMENT OF YOUR COUNTY ASSIGNED 

VEHICLE 
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COMBUSTION CAUSED INDOOR AIR POLLUTION 

Many of us enjoy snuggling up to a warm fire during the colder months of the year. But what about the 
smoke that gets into the air? Does it affect our lungs? Is it healthy to breath in fireplace smoke? 

Wood smoke is a mixture of gases and fine particles called particle pollution or particulate matter (PM). These 
particles can cause burning eyes, runny nose, and illnesses such as bronchitis. Fireplace smoke also contains 
several toxic air pollutants. These include: benzene, formaldehyde, acrolein, and polycyclic aromatic          
hydrocarbons (PAHs). 

Some people are more susceptible to the risk of wood smoke, especially if they are older and/or have heart 
or lung disease. Risks are greater for children, too, because their respiratory systems are still developing. 
They also breathe more air per pound of body weight than adults. Therefore, they are likely to take in more 
of the toxic smoke from your fireplace. 

You can reduce the effects of fireplace and woodstove smoke in your home by burning clean, seasoned     
firewood. Also, get a modern fireplace insert to maximize burning efficiency and turn on your air purifier 
while burning. 

 

COOKING FUMES 

Indoor air scientists are performing cutting 
edge research into cooking and its impact on 
air quality. At the Berkeley Lab in California, 
they’re finding hazardous levels of nitrogen 
dioxide and carbon monoxide in many of the 
homes they’ve studied. 

In fact, indoor air pollution from using gas 
burners was so bad that many of the          
residences they observe exceeded outdoor  air 
quality standards for several pollutants. Lab 
scientist Brett Singer put it this way, “If these  

conditions were outdoors the EPA would be cracking down. But since it’s in people’s homes, there’s no     
regulation requiring anyone to fix it. Reducing people’s exposure to pollutants from gas stoves should be a 
public health priority.” 

So because you cook indoors, you may be exposed to nitrogen dioxide and formaldehyde that exceeds     
federal outdoor standards. And you may be exposed to carbon monoxide that exceed national ambient air 
standards. Keeping your indoor air clean of cooking fumes and particles should be a priority for every     
household. 

Cooking hoods and air purification are two important solutions. Air conditioners help but quality air purifiers 
along with certified cooking hoods are the best ways to keep your indoor air fresh, clean, and pure while 
cooking. 

https://www.epa.gov/burnwise/wood-smoke-and-your-health
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2013/07/23/kitchens-can-produce-hazardous-levels-of-indoor-pollutants/
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VOC  

(VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS) 

VOCs are gasses emitted from solids or liquids. For       
example, most of the scents or odors you smell in your 
home are of VOCs. They can originate from household 
products, fuels, or building materials, all prevalent in the 
typical household. In fact, according to the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), levels of VOCs of all kinds are up 
to 10 times higher indoors than outdoors. 

The adverse health effects of VOCs indoors are eye, nose and throat irritation. Also headaches, loss of     
coordination, and nausea. Even damage to the liver, kidney, and central nervous system. Some VOCs are 
suspected carcinogens, causing cancer in humans. 

The EPA lists everyday items that are sources of VOCs. You’ll find these in most homes. 

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS THAT EMIT VOCS 

OTHER PRODUCTS THAT EMIT VOCS 

• Building materials and furnishings 

• Office equipment such as copiers and printers 

• Graphics and craft materials including glues and adhesives, permanent markers, photographic solutions 

  

VOCs include a variety of chemicals such as benzene, methylene chloride, formaldehyde, ammonia, and   
toluene. Though there are no federally enforceable standards set for VOCs in residential or non-industrial 
settings, you can take precautions against over-exposure. 

Use products such as paint strippers, adhesive removers, and aerosol spray paints outside or in well       
ventilated areas indoors. When painting indoors, maximum ventilation is important. When you’re finished, 
get rid of unused paint supplies immediately. Also, discard unused auto fuels in the basement or attached 
garage. 

VOCs are a part of life at home, so the best defense against dangerous emissions is good ventilation and 
quality air purification systems or purifiers. 

• Paints, paint strippers and solvents 

• Wood preservatives 

• Aerosol sprays 

• Cleaners and disinfectants 

• Moth repellents and air fresheners 

• Stored fuels and automotive products 

• Hobby supplies 

• Dry-cleaned clothing 

• Pesticides 

https://www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/volatile-organic-compounds-impact-indoor-air-quality
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Captain  
Lewis Lee "Red" Millett 

Korean War  

Private First Class        
Salvador J. Lara  

World War II 

Specialist Fourth Class  
Jesus S. Duran 
Vietnam War 
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Have you ever heard or said this? Well, the 
truth is there is no such thing as gasoline 
fumes.  Fumes are the product of solids, not 
liquids.  The definition of a fume is: An    
airborne particulate formed by the         
evaporation of solid material. Fumes can 
range in size from .001-1.0 micrograms.  

In an occupational setting, fumes are mostly 
produced from hot processes such as     
burning, welding, metalizing, grinding,      
soldering, etc.  Smoke, which is the product 
of the incomplete combustion of organic ma-

terial such as coal, oil or wood, depending on the size can also be categorized as a fume. 

Health effects-Since fumes originate from a multitude of products, their health effects vary greatly.          
Prolonged exposure to welding fumes for example may cause lung damage and various types of cancer (e.g. 
lung, urinary tract, larynx, etc.). However, fumes from the hot processes of road and roofing asphalt may 
cause eye irritation, skin cancer and fatigue just to name a few. So, next time you hear the phrase “gas 
fumes”, you know differently. 

Captain William L. 
McGonagle 

USS Liberty Incident 

Col. Cornelius C. 
Smith 

Battle at White River 

Col. Mitchell Paige 
World War II 

SSG Ysmel R. Villegas 
World War II 

HA1C Robert E. Bush 
World War II 

Spec4 George A. 
Ingalls 

Vietnam  

2nd Lt.                    
Audie L. Murphy 

World War II 

The Most Decorated 
Soldier of WWII 
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Have you ever noticed an unsafe condition around the 
office or with County owned equipment and didn’t 
know what to do? The HR Safety Division has a     
mechanism to report hazardous conditions in the  
workplace.  

Normally located where required labor posters are 
posted, Form 401 or the Hazard Reporting Form is an 
easy way to identify and notify your department    
management of a potential safety hazard. The process 
is easy! Fill out the form and give it to your supervisor, 
then email it to the HR Safety Division at               
SafetyDivision@rivco.org.  

 

Of course you can always report hazardous or life    
safety issues anonymously at the Safety Office Hotline 
(951) 955-5868.   

County Safety Manual Document 4001 states in Section 1- 
General Instructions for Authorization to Drive, Subsection 
A(1)  

“ A. Each employee must have an Agency/Department/District written 
authorization to drive a County vehicle or other vehicle on County   
business.  

1.          The employee must complete General Form #30,              
Authorization to Drive A Riverside County Vehicle                 
or Private Car for County Business.  

The process is easy, just complete the form and make a 
photocopy of your current and valid driver’s license. Then 
give it to your supervisor or email it directly to the HR 
Safety Division at- 

SafetyDivision@rivco.org 

County Safety Division Form 401  

 The Hazard Reporting Form 

County of Riverside General Form 30 Authorization to Drive    
Riverside County Vehicle or Private Vehicle for County Business  

mailto:SafetyDivision@rivco.org?subject=Hazardous%20Condition%20(Form%20Attached)
mailto:safetydivision@rivco.org?subject=New%20Gen%2030%20and%20Driver's%20License%20Photocopy
http://safety.rc-hr.com/safety/Portals/23/Forms/Hazard%20Reporting%20Form.pdf?ver=2013-12-11-144546-097
http://safety.rc-hr.com/safety/Portals/23/Forms/Form%2030%202013%20Revised.pdf?ver=2014-03-12-000000-000
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We all know that fireworks (even safe and sane fireworks) are illegal to    
possess in Riverside County. But as a reminder to County employees who live 
in areas that allow fireworks, or incase you happen to encounter a live        
firework, here are some helpful tips to avoid injury and have a safe 4th of   
July.  

 

1. Fireworks packaged in brown paper are made 
for professional displays – avoid buying. 

2. Always have an adult supervise fireworks      
activities, especially with sparklers. 

3. Back up to a safe distance immediately after 
lighting fireworks. 

4. Never point or throw fireworks at another    
person. 

5. Keep a bucket of water or a garden hose handy 
in case of fire and to douse used fireworks    
before discarding in trash. 

6. Never allow young children to play or ignite  
fireworks. 

7. Never carry fireworks in a pocket or shoot them 
off in metal or glass containers. 

8. Never try to re-light or pickup fireworks that 
have not ignited fully. 

9. Never place a part of your body directly over a 
firework device when lighting. 

10. Make sure fireworks are legal in your area    
before buying or using them. 

Did you know that on average, 10,200 
home fires are started by grills throughout 
the US, and that JULY is the peak month?  

Here are some grilling tips from 
the National Fire Protection Assoc. 

1. Propane and charcoal BBQ grills should only be 
used outdoors.  

2. Keep children and pets at least three feet away 
from the grill area.  

3. Keep your grill clean by removing grease or fat 
buildup from the grills and in trays below the grill.  

4. Always make sure your gas grill lid is open before 
lighting it.  

5. When you are finished grilling, let the coals      
completely cool before disposing in a metal        
container.  

According to Susan Merrill at AllProDad.com, here are                             
“10 Fireworks Safety Tips” to observe:  

We all know how much fun our K-9 
friends can be, but did you know that 
a dog’s hearing is 4X more sensitive 
than a humans? Loud noises can 
scare your best friend, and parties are 
a perfect place for your hungry pooch 
to find not so friendly dog “treats.” 

Here are four tips to protect 
your dog on the 4th of July: 

1. Find a safe and secure spot for your pet inside 
the home. Try a partially covered kennel. 

2. Make sure your dog is wearing their dog      
license and that the information is up to date 
(including the “chip” registration.) 

3. Don’t take your dog to a public fireworks     
display, a scared dog is not a friendly dog. 

4. Keep glowsticks, fireworks, hot charcoal, and 
human food away from your pet. All can cause 
discomfort or injury to your little friend. 

https://www.allprodad.com/10-fireworks-safety-tips/

